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6aHHMKOB A.B. "AP, 
Pe30HaHC~ KaK HCTOYHMK t,IOOHH~X nap ~anoA Mace~, 
PO*AeHH~X B "-C-&3aMMOAeHCTBMAX npM 38 fs8/C 

El-89-486 

npeACTaeneH~ nepe~e pe3ynbTaT~ SKCnepMMeHTa SERP-E-151, a KOTOpOM M3yYanOCb 
po~eHMe t,t00HH~x nap ManoA Mace~ (M-1:'f. < MJ1wl "Manora nonepe~Horo MMnynbca 
(PJ. S 1,5 rsB/c) a peaKl,\MM "-c .. µ µ-+x. ~ccneAOBaHMR npooOAMnMCb c nOMOlilblO 

. 5-MerpoaoA CTpMMepHoA KaMep·~ C yrnepOAH~M MHWeHRMH H KOH&epropaMM M3 CBMHL\O· 
eoro creKna, YTO no3eonMno perMcTpMpoearb nonH~e cofi~THR. 05pa5oTaHH~A Mare
pMan, COA8P*at11MH -5000 peKOHCTpyMpoeaHH~X B3aMMOAeHCTBMA C -3300 y·KBaHTaMM, 
Ha noPRAOK aenMYHH~ npeBblllaeT CTaTMCTMKY APYrHX SKCnepMMeHTOB, perHcTpHpyto
lllMX nenTOHH~e nap~ BMecre C y-conpOBO*AeHHeM. npRMOe Ha5ntoAeHHe pacnaAOB pe-
30HaHCOB 11 .. µµ y" 11' .. µµy e cneKTpe Mace µµy, p .. µµ H 11 .. µµ e cneKrpe Mace µµ 
no3eonAeT 3aKntoYHTb, YTO H3BeCTH~8 pe30HaHC~ ABnRtoTCA AOMHHHPYIOIIIHM ~CTOYHHKOM 
(98±7±10)% AHt,tOOHOB ManoA Mace~ (0,2<Mµµ <0,6 rsB/c 2 ), PO*AeHH~X B HeL\eHT· 
panbHOH o5nacTH npH x, ~ 0,4. 3TOT pe3ynbTaT He cornacyeTCA c MOAenblO MArKoA 
KDapK-aHTHKBapKoeoA aHHHrHnAL\HH. 

Pa5ora e~nonHeHa e fla6oparopHH AAepH~x npo5neM O~H~. 

IlpenpHHT O61»8,llHHeHHOro HHCTHtyTa R,llepHblX Hccne,llOB&HHA • .lly6Ha 1989 

Bannikov A.V. et al. 
Resonance Pattern of Low Mass Muon Pairs 
Produced in 38 - GeV/c ,;C Interactions 

El-89-486 

We report the first results of experiment SERP-E-151 which examined the 
production of muon pairs at low mass (Mµµ s MJiwl and low transverse momen
tum (~ <1.5 GeV/c) in the reaction "-c -.µ+µ· + X. The measurements were 
carried out with a 5-meter streamer chamber with carbon targets and lead 
glass converters allowing the observation of the entire events. An analysed 
sample, consisting of = 5000 reconstructed interactions with =3300 detected 
y·s, exceeds by an order of magnitude the stati•stics of other experiments 
detecting lepton pairs together with accompanying y's. The direct observa
tion of decays of resonances 11 .. µµ y and 11' .. µµ y in the µµ y - mass spectrum 
and p .. µµ and~ .. µµ in theµµ - mass spectrum allows the conclusion that the 
known resonances represent the dominant source (98±7±10)% of low mass di
muons (0. 2 < M µµ < O. 6 GeV/c2 ) produced in the non - centra 1 region at X r ~ 
~ 0.4. This result seems to be in disagreement with the soft quark - anti
quark annihilation model. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Pro.blems, JINR. 

Preprint ot the Joint Inatltute tor Nuclear Re1earch. Dubna 1989 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lepton pair production in collisions of hadrons with proton 
and nuclear targets has been investigated extensively in the 
past decade 11 - 171* .. A number of experiments have reported ob
servations of anomalous dilepton production at 0.2 < M11 < 
< 0.6 GeV/c 2 and.P~ $ 1 ~eV/c. Contrary to the high mass re
gion, the production rate of low mass dilepton continuum is at 
least one order of magnitude larger than what would be expec
ted from the Drell-Yan process. This excess of low mass lepton 
pairs over the known particle decay sources has been seen both 
in e+e- and µ +µ- channels and .in a wide ki_nematic region of xF 
(xF = p·* /P;ax) and P~. However, the question ~bout the· origin· 
of thesl leptons still remains open. 

Bjerken and Weisberg 1181 suggested that the low mass dilep
ton continuum might result predominantly from annihilation of 
quarks and antiquarks produced in the collision process. Cerny, 
Lichard and Pisut developed these ideas into a Monte Carlo mo
del, the so-called soft annihilation model 119 - 20/, and incor
porated the'concept of space time evolution of tie collisions 
in order to confine the effect to low mass. The soft annihila
tion model has been shown to describe the data fairly well/21~ 

Zakharov 1221 suggested the breaking of color strings as a 
source of low mass lepton pairs. The estimated cross section 
of lepton pair production with M - 0.4-0.6 GeV/c 2 and in the 
central region of rapidities has been brought close to the ex
perimental pata191 by adjustment of the string tension to 
0.6-0.8 GeV 2 • 

The observation of low mass lepton pair continuum naturally 
led to the question of direct real photon production. An ex
pected value of y/,r 0 -ratio deduced from lepton pair production 
in 10-20 GeV/c region varies from a few percent up to 10% le
vel14,61. Experimental searches for real photons have isolated 
an excess of soft y·s over the contributions arising from had
ron decays which could be attributed to hadronic inner bremss
trahlung 1231 or, at higher energies, to a new fenomenon 124•25~ 

*r.ast comprehensive review is given in 11 71. 
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These protons are confined to very low xF (lxFl~0.01) and 
small PJ. (PJ. ::; 0.06 GeV/c) and clearly do not explain lepton 
pair anomaly if it really exists, with its broad xF and p 
distributions. Moreover, experiments dealing with product\on 
of e+e--pairs with masses less than that of the rr0 meson have 
confirmed the result obtained with the soft direct real photon 
searches 115,161 • It seems that there is no evidence for direct 
real photon and e+e- pair production with M< M"o in the region 
of xF2:0.l and P.L .::;1 GeV/c. Further experiments are clearly 
reguired in order.to reveal the origin of some disagreement 
between the result obtained for real photon production and 
that for anomalous 'lepton pair production with M=0.2-;-0.6 GeV/c~ 

The main goal of present experiment is the simultaneous 
measurement and efficient detection of muon pairs and photons· 
allowing the reliabie estimate of contributions from~• ~·and 
w Dalitz decays to the low mass dimuon production. Since in ma
ny respects anomalous pairs were found similar to~ Dalitz 
pairs and.about two or three times more lepton pairs than ex
pected from ~ decays could explain the anomalous effect, the 
measurement of a direct lepton pair cross section depends cru
cially on the proper ~ background elimination. Unfortunatelly, 
there are no comprehensive experimental data_ on the~• ~- and 
w inclusive cross sections in the xF 2: 0 region. Therefore, in 
previous experimental analyses, many_assumptions had ,to be 

.used about resonance production. It'is of great importance that 
this experiment, for the first time, has measured~ and~ 
contributions directly by using the µµy mass spectrum. 

THE APPARATUS 

The measurements were carried out with the RISK spectrome
ter of JINR at the U70 accelerator in IHEP (Serpukhov). An un
separated beam of 38 GeV/c negatively cha~ged hadrons was fo
cused to a 3x2 cm2 spot at the experimental targets. Four thre
shold gas Cerenkov counters were placed in the beam to identi
fy the particle type: "- :K-: p= 100: 1.8:0.3. · 

An apparatus for a detection of dimuon events is shown in 
Fig .1. The big magnet provided an active .volume of 5 .·oxl. 7x 
xl.4 m3 and was operated at a central field of 13 kG along the 
vertical direction. The central device of the spectrometer was 
a three gap streamer chamber 1261 • It was a box 4. 7 m long, . 
0.9 m wide and 0.8 m deep with four planes of wire mesh, for
ming transparent electrodes. The chamber was filled with a 70% 
neon and 30% helium gas mixture with one part in 103 isobutane 
and also with SF6 to keep the memory time on the 1 µsec level. 
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Fig .1. Layout of the experimental apparatus: Al +A4, Bl + B3 - veto 
counters; S6, S7 - scintillation counters of beam telescope; Tl+TS -
carbon targets; Cl+CS - lead glass converters; Hl +H3 - vertical 
hodoscopes; H4 - horizontal hodoscope. 

Five carbon targets were localized along the beam position 
in the chamber just in the 40 cm gap between the two inner 
electrodes. Each target was divided into two separated segments 
of equal thickness corresponding to 2.8% of pion interaction 
length and to 7.2% of radiation length in order to minimize 
a contamination due to secondary interactions and y~conversions 
within the target. Both segments were closed into a mylar ja
cket 8 cm long and 8 cm in diameter, filled with freon. Final 
state protons of momenta less than -0.2 GeV/c would not enter 
the gas of the streamer chamber _and would hence be undetected. 

In the chamber there were also five planes of lead glass 
converters with an opening ~7 cm in diameter to allow passage 
of the unscattered pion beam.The radiation length of lead glass 
used in converters was fixed to (2.0±0.1) cm. The thickness of 
each converter was measured in several points and,on the avera
ge,it is equal to 23% of radiation Jength.Details of construc
tion and of the shielding of converters from discharges in thr
chamb,er were presented elsewhere /27 ~ 
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Three vertical liquid scintillator hodoscopes Hl, H2 and 
H31281 and horizontal plastic scintillator hodoscope H4 were 
inserted in the absorber to provide trigger and tracking infor
mation. A fast processor analyzed pulses coming from the hodo
scopes, the beam telescope and the veto counters and selected 
µµ-candidates according to a set of trigger criteria 129( Muons 
with energy less than 5.3 GeV and secondary pions were mostly 
absorbed in lead and iron walls of 13 interaction lengths in 
total thickness. The number of triggers of a streamer chamber 
was reduced to 1.4/pulse at the beam intensity of 1.3x10 6 par
ticles per second. A total sample consists of 270 thousand 
pictures. 

An off-line analysis of t~e tracking information has resul
ted in a selection of 42% of pictures for the scanning procedu
re. The reconstructed muon trajectory in hodoscopes provides 
an estimate of the coordinate and the angle 'of the muon track 
leaving the streamer chamber. Approximately, in 1/4 of the 
scanned pictures two tracks of particles with opposite charges 
satisfied the criteria, and they were measured. 

There are two basic tests used in the selection of real 
µ+µ--events. The deviations of the extrapolated measured tra
jectories from the real coordinates in hodoscopes Hl, H2 and H3 
must be less than 3o due to multiple scatteririg 1301 , and in 
the target the trajectories must deviate from the vertex of 
the entire event by less than 3o of the measuring errors. 
After this procedure, the net sample of 6536 entire µ+µ--events 
(after the scanning of -40% of pictures) is available for the 
next analysis. · 

To estimate the background contamination due to simulta
neous "± ➔ µ±v decays remaining in the dimuon sample we have 
analyzed the -7000 reconstructed "-c events from a 2-m propa
ne bubble chamber of LVE-JINR. The Monte Carlo simulations· 
have shown that with the hardware, software and film proces
sing criteria, the contamination of dimuons by background 
events does not exceed -8% and it is nearly independent of the 
dimuon mass. 

The events having the dimuon momentum Pµµ >38 GeV/c (1.8%) 
or the sum of momenta of all secondaries greater than 40 GeV/c 
(5%) have been rejected. In the subsequent analysis only the 
events originated in targets T3, T4 and TS (see Fig.1) have 
been taken into account to decrease the background to several 
percent (an averaged pion decay·length is 2.9 m). 
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RESULTS 

The measured data in this· experiment cover most of the re
gion xF > O, but for the dimuon mass Mµµ <;0.6 GeV/c 2 only 
the region xF > 0.4 is avai,lable. Therefore, the cut xF > 0.4 
was applied to all dimuon m~sses and it reduces the investiga
ted sample to· 4663 events. 

A scan for y • s was carried out in each picture with an iden
tified dimuon. Nearly 3300 y·,s were found by their materiali
zation or Compton i:;cattering 'in converters (89.4% of them were 
e+e- pairs). To minimize the systematic errors arising from 
scanning and measuring losses at low ,y·· ·momenta, we imposed 
cutoff Py > 50 MeV/c. In addition, we also excluded e+e-' 
pairs which had M~+ 8-> 0.01 (GeV/c 2 ) 2 (1.8%) or did _not belong 
to an interaction (5%) ". The mean value of the weighting factor 
accounting for detectiori losses is -2.5. A gaussian fit to rr 0 

peak which is clearly vjsible in the invariant mass distribu
tion of two y· s yielded the ,value of <m o > = 125±13 MeV / c 2 

. . TT 

and u = 35 MeV/c 2 • 

In order to elucidate '.·the dimuon production arising from T/, 
ri·and w Dalitz decays we investigated the invariant mass dis
tribution of the µ+µ -Y system. '.The experimental data for di
muon masses Mµµ ·< 0.6 GeV/c 2 and Mµµ < 0.9 GeV/c 2 are shown in 
Fig.2a and Fig.2c, respectively. One can see two pronounced 
peaks in Fig.2c corresponding to T/ and ri:resonances. As a first 
step of an analysis, we sµbtracted from the experimental dis
tribution the contributiO:r:i originating in random yµµ:Gombina
tions of y·s emitted in rr0 decay. As a second step, we,fitted 
the remaining mas,s spectr~ by the following expressfon: 

Nµµy =aTTo F(Mµµy)+aT/G(mT/,uT/) +aT/,G(mT/, ,UT/, )+a(uE(Mµµy).

Here,_ G(m,u) denotes the Gauss distribution with piass m. and 
measuring error u as free parameters. The typical fitted values 
of measuring errors characterizing a width of the T/ and ri· 

mass peaks were uT/ - uT/, - 0 .11 GeV / c 2 • F and E stan_d for the 
evaluated mass distribution having rise in rr0 ➔ yy and <u ➔ µµ. 17° 
decays, respectively, and a 77o, aT/, aT/, and a<u are the free pa
rameters. The results of the fitting procedure are demonstra
ted by full lines in Figures 2b and 2d and.the fitted values 
of the_free parameters ~re summarized in Table 1. There are 
also shown the fitted yields of resonances, Ng, NT/, and N<u in 
two overlapping mass regions: Mµµ < 0.6 GeV/c and MµI-! < 
< 0.9 GeV/c 2 in this table. Values received for NY and N<u in 
these regions are in resonable agreement and result obtained 
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Table 1 
The fitted resonance contributions to theµµ y mass distribution 

Mass ftµ< 0.6 GeV/c 2 Mµµ<0.9 GeV/c 2 Mµµ<0.6 GeV/c 2 

Solution I II II II 

a,ro % 64±6 56±6 N,ro 1734±150 828±88 

all % 23±3 24±3 Nfl 336±26 352±44 

all. % 6±2 10±2 N - 273±31 146±29 
11 

aw % 7±4 1o+s NW 161:~g 146:~F 
- 5 
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for NT/., is in a good accord with the measured transition 
formfactor of q' meson133isee below). 

The acceptance for y·s in this experjment was studied by 
the Monte Carlo simulations. Secondary rr+mesons accompanying 
µ+µ- pairs were used as a source of rr0 's in the interaction. 
This procedure was checked in the dimuon mass region Mµµ > 
> 0.9 GeV/c 2 , where no contribution of any resonance is expec
ted. The µµy mass and Py spectra are described by the ·simula
ted events very well. Overall normalization of .. the generated 
events to experimental one's provided the value of a ratio 
<n"o >l<n"+> = 0.98±0.05. The F(Mµ11-y) distribution was evalua
ted on the assumption that rr+·s andµ+µ- pair came from the 
same interaction and/or they were brought together randomly 
from different events ( solution I and ;n !n Tabl~ 1, respecti
vely). 

The evaluated E(Mµ }') distribution· for w ➔ rr0 µµ decay is 
shown in Figs 2b and ~d by the dashed curves. We have used the 
transitionformfactor 1 i31'1 F (M 2 ) = (1 - M2 /A2 r 1 ; /\ = 0.65± 
±0.03 GeV/~ 2· in simulationswofµrhe virtualµihofonmas: distri
bution. . ~ ' t 

In the last step of our analysis, the acceptance of y·s ac
companying the detectedµ+µ- pair emitted from resonance decays 
was calculated:· The obtained v~lue of the acceptance of, the 
T/. meson,£ (xf), as a function of a variable xF of the regis
tered µ+µJ' pair grows smoothly from 20% to 30% changing xF 
from the threshold value O. 4 up to 1. For the n'( w) meson, the 
y acfeptanc~ ~as found to be 25% greater (30% less) than that 
for the n meson. The experimental formf~c:tors FT/. (M!J= · 
= ( 1 · - M: //\~)-1 with /\ = 0. _72±0. 09 GeV / c 2 1321 ana_ 
IF , (M2 /1 2 = ((1 - M2 /711. 2 )2 + (r, /M )2r1 1331 with M = T) µµ µµ. p P. ·p . ·' p 
= 0. 77 GeV/c 2 and r = 0.15 GeV/c2 were. taken into considera-
tion. An.important ~uestion, namely, to what extent acceptance 
depends on the assumptions about d 2 a/dxFdp 2 ' of r'esonances was· 
carefully investigated by the Monte Carlo ~imulations. Suppo-
sing the shape of d2a/dxFdp2 -(e-axF)*(e-bP2

~). we have found 
that in a wide interval of 1:he parameter values the acceptance 
is changed within ±5% around some reasonable value obtained 
with the following set of parameters: a= 3.3, b=4.4 (GeV/c)- 2 

for r, meson, a= 3, b = 2.5 (GeV/c)- 2 for w meson and a= 2, 
b = 4- (GeV/c)- 2 for T/.' meson. 

As a test, we have compared with experimental data the weigh
ted sum of all calculated contributions to they momentum and 
the helicity angle distributions. (Helicity angle is defined 
as the one between theµ+ direction and the opposite direction 
of the photon in the dimuon rest system). Full curves in Fig. 3" 
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Fig,3. The momentum distribution of y·saccompanying µ•µ· - pairs. 
Full line - result of the fitting procedure. 

and Fig.4 correspond to the fitted values of parameters a 
0

, 
77 

aT/, ary' and aw received for solu~ion II (Table 1) and they 
describe the experimental distributions fairly well. One can 
recognize in Fig.4 that the experimental cos0~+ distribution 
is so~ewhat broader than predicted by the 11° background or w 
decay. This.observation supports the presence of the portion 
of T/ and r,' mesons with angular dependence - 1 + cos 2 0/l+ • ~ 

The calculated acceptances for y·s allowed one to establish 
the final yields of dimuons from the resonance sources. The re-, 
sults are shown in Table 2. Both solutions lead us to the con- ·, 
clusion that resonance sources dominate in low mass dimuon pro- \ 
duction in the non-central region xF > 0.4. As a meaningful! ' 
result, we took an average value of both solutions,- i.e., Da-
litz decay of r,, r,' and w explained (92±7±10)7. of all -abserved 
dimuons, where errors stand for statistical and systematical 
uncertainties, respectively. Systematical error is created 
mainly by inaccuracy in the radiation length determination of 
the converter (±57.) and by indefiniteness in scanning and mea
suring procedure of y·s. 

The acceptance corrected xF dependence ofµ+µ- pairs toge
ther with resonance contributions are shown in Fig.Sa for the 
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low mass region ( 0. 2 < Mµµ < 
< 0.6 GeV/c 2 ) and, in Fig.Sb 
for the p region (0. 6 < Mµµ < 
< 0.9 GeV/c 2

). The similar 
distributions of Pf dependen
ces ofµ+µ- pairs are depicted 
in Fig.6. The resulting curves 
of Fig.Sa and Fig.6a describe 
the data very well with an ex
ception, perhaps, of the low Pr region (Pf< 0.05 (GeV/c)2). 
The xF and Pf distributions 
clearly exhibit greater steep
ness at low mass than in the p 

region suggesting the resonance 
pattern of dimuon production 
with masses below the p meson. 
The fit of an expression 
(1-xF)a to the data provided 
values of a= 1.88±0.07 and 
a= 0.97±0.05 for the low mass 
and the p region, respective
ly.A behaviour of the Pf spect

rum appears rather complicated in shape and two exponential 
functions at least could approximate the distribution~ As 

-bP 
a rough approach one can use an exponential form e .1. with 
appropriate slopes b1-7.2 (GeVfc)· 2 and b2-3.6 (GeV/c)· 2 below 
and above Pf = 0.25 (GeV/c) 2 (see Fig.6a). Again, this Pl dis-

Table 2 

TI1e resonance contributions to the 
dimuon production 

Mass 

Solution 

Pri 7. 

Pri -7. 

Pw % 

M µµ < 0. 6 Ge V / c 2 

I II 

61±6 62±6 

10.5±2 17.5±3.5 

13.7±8 19.4~~2 

tribution is apparently much 
steeper than one in the pre
gion (Fig.6b): b,.~4,2 (Ge'J/c)· 2 

and b 2 - 2.6 (GeV/c)· 2 • 

Finally, the dimuon mass 
distribution is demonstrated 
in Fig.7a (thick histogram) 
with theµ+µ- pair mass distri
butions arising from r,, T/, and 
w Dalitz decays. The remaining 
mass spectrum after the sub
traction of the resulting re
sonance contribution is depic
ted in Fig.7b. A lack ofµµ 
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events in the Mµµ < 0.3 GeV/c 2 region has probably no physi
cal meaning sin.ce this small effect would be explained by mea
suring losses of fastµ- tracks. The dashed line in Fig.7b 
represents the Breit Wigner form of the p meson with the multi
plicative factor (Mp/Mµµ) 4 taking into account the final pho
ton propagator in an electromagnetic decay of p ➔ µµ 1341 

• Sha
ded area in Fig. 7b would correspond to T/ ➔ µµ decay and w➔ µµ 
decay. Possible p-w interference effects are under study but 
their influence on the amount of T/ mesons registered is not im
portant.Therefore,we can do an estimate of the ratio 
BR(ri ➔ µµ)/BR(ri ➔ µµy) and it was found to be in reasonable ag
reement with the measured values in other experiments /32,85/ • 
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Thus, taking into account the ~ ➔ µµdecay and a tail of 
the p ➔ µµ decay one can conclude that (98±7±10)% qf low mass 
dimuons are attributed to resonance decays. This result is in 
contradiction with conclusions of low statistic experiments/5-8/ 
claiming· that only 30% of dimuon production arise from the 
known sources and 70% of it remain unexplained even in the 
x F > 0. 4 region. . 

It is worth mentioning that the dimuon mass spectrum shown 
in Fig. 7a has the same behavio.ur as the mass distribution of 
µ+µ- pairs produced .. in the 225.GeV/c 11-c interactions with 
xF > 0. 07 12 ,361 suggesting the -nonexistence of any (Mµµ, x F) cor
relation in the whole measured· mass interval (0.2 < Mµ~ < 
:;: 2 GeV/c2 ). Moreover, a form of the mass spectrum of direct 

-dimuons observed at 225 GeV/c (~ 60% of all µ+µ- pairs 141 ) is 
the same as the resulting mass distribution of Dalitz pairs 
coming from ~, ~, and c,) decays. Using various assumptions about 
the~ and w meson production authors of paper 141 concluded 
that in the xF :::_ 0. 5 region the dimuons produced in the 
225 GeV/c 11-c interactions could be attributed to resonance 
sources and, consequently, the cross section for continuum is 
10 times smaller than it was found in low energy experi-
ments15-8( · 

The measured cross section da/dxF for the anomalous dilep
ton production at energies (5-18) GeV /3-8/ has been approxi
mated in the whole xF > 0.1 region by an exponential form 
with slope of 6.3±0.1141 • Similar dependence was also found 
at 225 GeV / c in the region x F ;;: 0. 07, although in th.is case 
the residual xF distribution is much steeper (slope is 

/4/) ... ~15.9 and, therefore, the Feynman scaling is not obeyed. 
The result of the present experiment -settled this question 

and apparently prefers th'e very steep d_a/dxF cross section for 
continuum production. The soft annihilation model 118 -211 des
cribed the behaviour of xF, P~ and Mµ~ dependences obtained in 
the low energy 11 meson experiments fairly well and, therefore, 
the da/dxF -e-16x F is in contradiction with predictions of 
this model. Nevertheless, it seems to us that the final deci
sion would be done after the comprehensive measurements of~. 
~'and w cross section at 225 GeV/c. 

We would like to thank Professors S.S.Gerstein, L.G.Lands
berg, A.K.Likhoded, J.Pisut and A.Kalinovsky for stimulating 
discussions and criticism and T.Soukup, S.Valkar and A.Valka
rova for their help at the initial stage of the experimental 
analysis. 
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